June 25, 2010 Scouting Report – This summer is WET: Severe thunderstorms continue to fill
the sky, Superintendents tire, Brown patch wows, Bipolaris leaf spot, Pythium blight reported,
LDS, Japanese beetles arrive, Tim writes a Letter of Support, and Nick is inspired by Take-all
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
In a week we continue to see weather that we wish did not exist. But it does. Severe storms late
last week came at us in three waves. Disturbingly, this week was a repeat. On Wednesday,
Chicago was met with three intense thunderstorms during the course of the day. Such storm
intensities were absent all of last season. Given efforts to streamline budgets it is apparent that
unforeseen storm damage to golf courses (trees and bunkers) is more difficult to absorb. The
financial wherewithal of storm cleanup requires additional man-hours and equipment. At a
Chicagoland Association of Golf Course Superintendents meeting on Tuesday (pre-storm) the
mood was somber. One quote, “We’ve been behind all year. It seems we just cannot catch up...”

Wetlands, a fantastic year. Prairie clover, Petalostemum purpureum, looks great! Settle 6-23-10
Each season seems to have a defining moment. As for 2010 we are increasingly aware that a
regular pattern of severe weather is now in place. This of course will likely change, but my yearend report will have mention of June’s wet weather. Using a combination of creativity and
dedication most golf courses have experienced only slight delays “the morning after”. Tee times
on schedule is many times not good luck by missing “the storm”, rather it usually is just plain
hard work. Meantime, we deal with our usual turfgrass issues. Go away ring of fire...
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Weather – New terminology, thanks to Season 2010! http://blog.chicagoweathercenter.com/
Meterology 101. Something they call “Ring of Fire.” Sounds like a science fiction story that
then fills movie screens for a decade to come, or a
geology lesson on volcanoes in the Pacific Rim.
In this case it refers to the weather. A natural
phenomenon and we (the upper Midwest) are
caught in the middle. As of mid-June humid
tropical air has been meeting a dry cool Articinfluence. The two do not mix well – June, 2010.
Tom Skilling wrote of our most severe
summer storms to affect us since 2008. It was
Wednesday, June 23. “...the third line of storms
which was to most seriously impact the metro area
Wednesday afternoon and evening, generating
nearly 15,000 cloud to ground lightning strokes,
80 mph wind gusts and flooding rains. By the time
the towering 12-mile high thunderstorms had
settled out of the area late Wednesday evening,
power had been knocked out to nearly 230,000 area residents and the squall line's hurricane force
gusts had toppled trees and ripped roofs off buildings in Oak Brook, Naperville, Crest Hill and
Dixon. Trees and tree limbs were scattered across the area. Flooding was so severe, standing
water 6 or more in. deep closed a number of area roads, including the Stevenson Expressway.”

Aftermath. A public course is noticeably flooded after Wednesday’s storms. T. Sibicky 6-23-10
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Brown patch wows us. Night temperatures in the upper 60s & Rhizoctonia solani is now active.

Hours of high relative humidity

Hours of high relative humidty = a useful indicator of leaf
wetness duration and potential for fungal disease
Data = Sunshine Golf Course, Lemont
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A Penn A-4 nursery green without fungicides is severely blighted by Rhizoctonia
brown patch in Chicago following thunderstorms on June 23. Settle 6-24-10
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Bipolaris Leaf Spot of Bentgrass. Early occurrence of red leaf spot on bentgrass golf greens is
a sure sign we are warmer than usual. Normally observed midsummer, this disease has been
active the past 2 weeks in Chicago. Bipolaris sorokiniana causes leaf spot lesions and leaf
blights of creeping bentgrass during warm, wet weather. Disease severity increases as
temperatures rise from 68° to 95° F. Symptoms are reddish discoloration in spots or patches and
may look similar to a gasoline leak. Certain bentgrass cultivars are known more susceptible.
Patches of blight by red leaf spot seem to be associated with the normal segregation of a
bentgrass variety over time. Certain patches of bentgrass on a green appear more susceptible.
Note: Poa annua not affected by Bipolaris leaf spot

Bipolaris leaf spot of a Penncross golf green. Patches are reddish in color, a few inches in
diameter, and thin. Infections begin as small spots that can resemble a gas spill. Settle 6-14-10

Bipolaris leaf spot sporulation on creeping bentgrass. Conidiaphores grow on necrotic tissue to
produce fusoid-shaped conidia which are multi-celled. R. Kane 7-11-07
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Localized Dry Spot. Between the flooding down pours this week the usual problems associated
with turfgrass maintenance occur. Localized Dry Spot or LDS is a problem associated with soils
that become hydrophobic. Sandy soils are known to be prone to LDS and is one reason an
amount of organic matter is used when constructing a USGA-spec rootzone. Prevention of water
repellency relies on two fronts: 1) frequent irrigation to maintain soil moisture above the critical
moisture content needed, and 2) regular use of wetting agents.

Nate sees localized dry spot. Beneath, the rootzone of affected turf is bone-dry. Settle 6-24-10
Table details the particle size for a USGA-spec golf green. Sand is the primary building material
of golf greens. Dr. Keith Karnok wrote an excellent article on localized dry spot in Golf Course
Management’s June, 2003 issue. It was called Turfgrass stress, water-repellent soils and LDS.
“The number of wetting agents
continues to grow each year, but not
too long ago only a handful existed,
and they were used only in certain
situations
or
on
the
worst
hydrophobic soil conditions. What
has changed? Are soils today more
prone to becoming hydrophobic? It is
believed that water-repellent soil has
always been present to some extent in
sandbased greens. Second, the
problem has intensified as the
specifications of sand root zones
1. shied away from the inclusion of
fine-textured materials. It is fair to say that water-repellent soils will continue to be a significant
problem for most golf course superintendents.”
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The Golf Course: Playing Conditions 2010
Wednesday June 23, 2010
It is shaping up to be a tough year for the golf course superintendent, and although many things
at your golf course facility are under the superintendent’s control, Mother Nature is certainly
not one of them. Watching the sun go down this evening in West Chicagoland, I am relieved
that the major thunderstorms and tornado warnings are finally over, and I am also apprehensive
to see what tomorrow brings as we shift into the ‘heat’ of the summer.
Rain, rain, and more rain have been responsible for some of the wettest playing conditions and
unhealthiest turfgrass growth we have seen yet this year. The transition from spring into
summer is typically a period when superintendents can prepare the turfgrass by building strong
roots for the long season ahead, but this year has been very different. A constantly saturated
soil system and above average temperatures means the development of strong and healthy plant
roots has been compromised, causing major detriment to the turf’s physiology. Superintendents
have also had to spend additional time tending to many issues the stormy weather has brought,
including bunker maintenance of washouts and contaminations, increased turfgrass disease
pressure, rapidly growing roughs, and increased maintenance on trees and the wet areas.
The CDGA Turfgrass Program is dedicated to improving the game of golf through our research
program tailored to superintendents’ needs and most importantly on-site diagnostic efforts.
This season on our diagnostic visits, we are already beginning to see early disease development
problems of typical pathogens normally not seen in the area until the mid-July. Let’s hope for
anything but a high heat drought summer. Nevertheless it is important to note turf may already
be in a tough position with the combination of unfavorable and wet spring conditions, disease,
and short plant roots. This summer, be supportive of your superintendent and crew. Understand
that the golf course and its greens are a dynamic living surface greatly influenced by weather.
Sincerely,

Timothy A. Sibicky
Manager of Turfgrass Research
Chicago District Golf Association, Turfgrass Program
TSibicky@cdga.org
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager www.cdgaturf.com
Using RSS Feeds I found that Valent Professional Products announced it has released a Section
2(ee) recommendation for the use of Tourney Fungicide on necrotic ring spot, take-all patch and
Waitea patch (brown ring patch) on turfgrass. Tourney fungicide is labeled for control of
diseases including anthracnose, dollar spot, brown patch, fairy ring, snow mold and summer
patch. Tourney’s wide spectrum of disease control has recently enlisted more diseases to its list.
In 2009 the CDGA Turfgrass program conducted take-all patch research on a Chicagoland golf
course fairway. From a report written by Dr. Derek Settle, “Take-all patch is a root disease of
bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera). The causal organism Gaeumannomyces graminis var. avenae
infects roots during cool, wet weather of spring and autumn. As disease progresses, the vascular
bundle or central stele of roots appears brown to black. Typically, first drought stress of the
season triggers above ground patch symptoms on creeping bentgrass. Patch diameter can range
from 6 inches to 3 feet. When the disease is active, bentgrass leaf blades scorch and patches of
turf are thin with a brown, red, or bronze color effect. Take-all patch symptoms can be
misleading and so professional diagnosis is important. For example, anthracnose basal stem rot,
Colletotrichum cereale, can have similar symptoms on bentgrass greens.”
Select treatments to suppress take-all patch disease at a Chicagoland bentgrass fairway in 2009.
Select Treatments (2 apps. 21 days apart)
Rate per 1000 sq. ft.
1. Banner Maxx 1.3ME
2. Rubigan AS
3. Tourney
4. Bayleton FLO
5. Heritage TL
6. Insignia

4.0 fl. oz.
4.0 fl. oz.
0.37 fl. oz.
2.0 fl. oz
2.0 fl. oz.
0.9 fl. oz
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Take-all patch of a fairway on June 30, 2009. Development was not optimum, but trends existed.
Bar means not followed by the same letter are significantly different (P < 0.1) by Fisher’s LSD.
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Final images

Rain. Nathan Settle observes dollar spot blighting a teebox bentgrass variety trial at North Shore
Country Club. So far in 2010 raincoats have become our regular outdoor gear. Settle 6-23-10

Butterfly. Nate easily catches a mourning cloak butterfly, Nymphalis antiopa, on Sunshine
Course while he helped rate a tall fescue variety trial. He has the gift. Settle 6-22-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication... Derek, Tim, and Nick
– The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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